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Abstract
The use of Recurrent Neural Networks for video cap-
tioning has recently gained a lot of attention, since they
can be used both to encode the input video and to gener-
ate the corresponding description. In this paper, we present
a recurrent video encoding scheme which can discover and
leverage the hierarchical structure of the video. Unlike the
classical encoder-decoder approach, in which a video is en-
coded continuously by a recurrent layer, we propose a novel
LSTM cell which can identify discontinuity points between
frames or segments and modify the temporal connections of
the encoding layer accordingly. We evaluate our approach
on three large-scale datasets: the Montreal Video Annota-
tion dataset, the MPII Movie Description dataset and the
Microsoft Video Description Corpus. Experiments show
that our approach can discover appropriate hierarchical
representations of input videos and improve the state of the
art results on movie description datasets.
1. Introduction
Automatically describing a video in natural language is
an important challenge for computer vision and machine
learning. This task, called video captioning, is a crucial
achievement towards machine intelligence and also the sup-
port of a number of potential applications. Indeed, bringing
together vision and language, video captioning can be lever-
aged for video retrieval, to enhance content search on video
sharing and streaming platforms, as well as to generate au-
tomatic subtitles and to help visually impaired people to get
an insight of the content of a video.
Before targeting videos, captioning has been tackled for
images, where the task was that of generating a single sen-
tence which described a static visual content [45, 16, 48,
46]. Later, image captioning approaches have been ex-
tended to short videos with a single action, object, or scene,
initially using very similar approaches to image caption-
ing, and then with solutions to account for the temporal
evolution of the video [49, 35, 50]. After having been ap-
plied to highly constrained or user generated videos [28, 6],
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Figure 1. We propose a novel video encoding network which can
adaptively modify its structure to improve video captioning. Our
Time Boundary-aware LSTM cell (depicted with dashed rectan-
gles) extends the standard LSTM unit by adding a trainable bound-
ary detector (BD), which can alter the temporal connections of the
network depending on the input video.
video captioning is moving to more complex and structured
kinds of video, thanks to the spread of movie description
datasets [39, 30].
So far, video captioning algorithms have relied on the use
of Recurrent Neural Networks or Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) [12] layers, which can naturally deal with se-
quences of frames and, in principle, learn long-range tem-
poral patterns. However, it has been proved that LSTMs
show good learning capabilities on sequences which are be-
tween 30 and 80 frames long [51], shorter than the ones
used in video captioning. Furthermore, the plain nature of
recurrent networks can not deal with the layered structure
of videos.
This is the case of edited video, such as movies. Long
edited video can be segmented into short scenes, using
Descriptive Video Services or with deep learning tech-
niques [21, 3]; however video scenes contain several shots
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that, although temporally consistent, have a different ap-
pearance. As an example, in Figure 1 two shots of a dia-
logue are depicted. In this case we want to prevent the net-
work from mixing the memory of the two shots; conversely,
if the network could be aware of the presence of a tempo-
ral boundary, it could reset its internal status creating a new
output independent to the one of the previous shot. This also
applies to user-generated video, where events can be com-
posed by a sequence of actions in a single shot (e.g. a player
runs and shoots the ball). An effective encoder should con-
sider the temporal dependencies both intra-action and inter-
actions.
In this paper, we propose a novel video encoding scheme
for video captioning capable of identifying temporal dis-
continuities, like action or appearance changes, and ex-
ploiting them to get a better representation of the video.
Figure 1 shows the hierarchical structure of our sequence-
to-sequence architecture: frames, described by features
computed by a CNN, enter into our time boundary-aware
LSTM. The awareness of the presence of an appearance or
action discontinuity automatically modifies the connectiv-
ity through time of the LSTM layer: the result is a variable
length and adaptive encoding of the video, whose length and
granularity depends on the input video itself. The outputs of
the first boundary-aware layer are encoded through an ad-
ditional recurrent layer into a fixed length vector, which is
then used for generating the final caption through a Gated
Recurrent Unit (GRU) layer. The contributions of the paper
are summarized below.
• We present a new time boundary-aware LSTM cell:
it can discover discontinuities in the input video and
enables the encoding layer to modify its temporal con-
nectivity, resetting its internal state and memory if re-
quired. The proposed cell incorporates a boundary
detection module and encodes content and temporal
structure in a trainable end-to-end layer.
• The time boundary-aware LSTM is used to build a hi-
erarchical encoder for video captioning: to the best of
our knowledge, this is the first proposal of a video cap-
tioning network which can learn to adapt its structure
to input data.
• We test our approach on three large-scale movie de-
scription and video captioning datasets: M-VAD [39],
MPII-MD [30], and MSVD [6]. Our results signifi-
cantly improve the state-of-the art on movie descrip-
tion, being competitive also on short user-generated
video. We also investigate boundaries learned by our
encoder, and show that it can discover appropriate de-
compositions of the input video.
2. Related Works
Early captioning methods [13, 18, 38] were based on the
identification of (subject, verb, object) triplets with visual
classifiers, and captions were generated through a language
model which fitted predicted triplets to predefined sentence
templates. Of course, template-based sentences can not sat-
isfy the richness of natural language, and have limited abil-
ity to generalize to unseen data. For these reasons, research
on image and video captioning has soon moved to the use
of recurrent networks, which, given a vectored description
of a visual content, could naturally deal with sequences of
words [45, 16].
In one of the first approaches to video captioning with
recurrent networks, Venugopalan et al. [44] used CNN fea-
tures extracted from single frames, mean pooled them to
represent the entire video, and then fed the resulting vector
to a LSTM layer [12] for the generation of the caption. The
major drawback of this method is that it ignored the sequen-
tial nature of video, reducing the task of video captioning to
a mere extension of image captioning. Therefore, many fol-
lowing works tried to develop more appropriate video en-
coding strategies. Donahue et al. [9], for example, used a
LSTM network to sequentially encode the input video, and
then employed CRFs to get semantic tuples of activity, ob-
ject, tool and location. A final LSTM layer translated the
semantic tuple into a sentence.
Venugopalan et al. [43] proposed a completely neural
architecture addressing both the video encoding stage and
sentence decoding. They used a stacked LSTM to read the
sequence of video frames, and a second LSTM, conditioned
on the last hidden state of the first, to generate the corre-
sponding caption. Interestingly, the LSTM parameters used
in the two stages were shared. That was the first time the
so-called sequence to sequence approach, already applied
to machine translation [35], was used for video caption-
ing. Other works have then followed this kind of approach,
either by incorporating attentive mechanisms [49] in the
sentence decoder, by building a common visual-semantic
emebedding [23], or by adding external knowledge with
language models [42] or visual classifiers [29].
Recently, researches improved both the components of
the encoder-decoder approach by significantly changing
their structure. Yu et al. [50] focused on the sentence de-
coder, and proposed a hierarchical model containing a sen-
tence and a paragraph generator: short sentences are pro-
duced by a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) layer [7] condi-
tioned on video features, while another recurrent layer is
in charge of generating paragraphs by combining sentence
vectors and contextual information. The paragraph genera-
tor can therefore captures inter-sentence dependencies and
generate a sequence of related and consecutive sentences.
In this paper, as in their proposal, we adopt a final GRU
layer for the generation of the caption.
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Figure 2. Comparison between a standard LSTM encoder and the Time Boundary-aware LSTM network, and schema of the Boundary-
aware LSTM cell. The proposed video encoder can learn to modify its temporal connections according to appearance or action changes
which are found in the video: when a boundary is detected, the state of the LSTM is reinitialized and a representation of the ended segment
is given to the output. Red dashed boxes represent LSTM units with reset state, black boxes stand for LSTM unit with modified states.
In contrast, Pan et al. [22] targeted the video encoding
stage, by proposing a hierarchical recurrent video encoder.
Their proposal tries to abstract visual features at different
time scales and granularities, by processing frames of the
video in a way similar to a convolutional operation applied
in the time dimension. A LSTM is applied to small over-
lapped video chunks, in a sliding window fashion: this re-
sults in a sequence of vectors, which are then forwarded to a
second recurrent layer, or processed by the decoder LSTM
through a soft attention mechanism [1].
Also in this paper, we focus on the video encoding stage.
However, instead of building an hand-crafted variation of
the plain LSTM layer as in [22], we propose a recurrent
network which can learn to adapt its temporal structure
to input data. Our strategy, contrary to the sliding win-
dow approach, also ensures that the cell memory encoding
each chunk always contains homogeneous information. The
idea of leveraging segment-level features has been inves-
tigated in natural language processing [8], action recogni-
tion [37, 33, 26, 19] and event detection [47]. Our network
is the first proposal which exploits temporal segments in
video captioning.
3. Method
Given an input video, we propose a recurrent video
encoder which takes as input a sequence of visual fea-
tures (x1,x2, ...,xn) and outputs a sequence of vectors
(s1, s2, ..., sm) as the representation for the whole video.
In our encoder, the connectivity schema of the layer varies
with respect to both the current input and the hidden state,
so it is thought as an activation instead of being a non learn-
able hyperparameter.
To this aim, we define a time boundary-aware recurrent
cell, which can modify the layer connectivity through time:
when an appearance or action change is estimated, the hid-
den state and the cell memory are reinitialized, and at the
end of a segment the hidden state of the layer is given to
the output, as a summary of the detected segment. This en-
sures that the input data following a time boundary are not
influenced by those seen before the boundary, and gener-
ates a hierarchical representation of the video in which each
chunk is composed by homogeneous frames. Figures 2a
and 2b show the temporal connections determined by the
boundary detector in a sample case, compared to those of a
plain LSTM encoder.
The proposed time boundary-aware recurrent cell is built
on top of a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) unit, which
has been shown to be particularly suited to video encod-
ing, since it is known to learn patterns with wide tempo-
ral dependencies. At its core there is a memory cell ct
which maintains the history of the inputs observed up to a
timestep. Update operations on the memory cell are modu-
lated by three gates it, ft and ot, which are all computed as a
combination of the current input xt and of the previous hid-
den state ht−1, followed by a sigmoid activation. The input
gate it controls how the current input should be added to the
memory cell; the forget gate ft is used to control what the
cell will forget from the previous memory ct−1, and the out-
put gate ot controls whether the current memory cell should
be passed as output.
At each timestep, we select whether to transfer the hid-
den state and memory cell content to the next timestep or
to reinitialize them, interrupting the seamless update and
processing of the input sequence. This depends on a time
boundary detection unit, which allows our encoder to inde-
pendently process variable length chunks of the input video.
The boundaries of each chunk are given by a learnable func-
tion which depends on the input, and are not set in advance.
Formally, the boundary detector st ∈ {0, 1} is computed
as a linear combination of the current input and of the hid-
den state, followed by a function τ which is the composition
of a sigmoid and a step function:
st = τ(v
T
s · (Wsixt +Wshht−1 + bs)) (1)
τ(x) =
{
1, if σ(x) > 0.5
0, otherwise
(2)
where vTs is a learnable row vector and Wsh,bs are learned
weights and biases.
Given the current boundary detection st, before apply-
ing the memory unit update equations, the following sub-
stitutions are applied to transfer or reinitialize the network
hidden state and memory cell at the beginning of a new seg-
ment, according to st:
ht−1 ← ht−1 · (1− st) (3)
ct−1 ← ct−1 · (1− st). (4)
The resulting state and memory are now employed to re-
compute the gates values, which will in turn be used for
advancing to the next time step. The encoder produces an
output only at the end of a segment. If st = 1, indeed, the
hidden state of timestep t− 1 is passed to the next layer.
Many LSTM architectures have been proposed [15, 10,
32, 12], and all are slightly different in their structure and
activation functions, even though they all share the presence
of additive memory cells and gates. In our case, we apply
the following equations [12]
it = σ(Wixxt +Wihht−1 + bi) (5)
ft = σ(Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 + bf ) (6)
gt = φ(Wgxxt +Wghht−1 + bg) (7)
ct = ft  ct−1 + it  gt (8)
ot = φ(Wfxxt +Wfhht−1 + bf ) (9)
ht = ot  φ(ct) (10)
where  denotes the element-wise Hadamard product, σ is
the sigmoid function, φ is the hyperbolic tangent tanh,W∗
are learned weight matrices and b∗ are learned biases vec-
tors. The internal state h and memory cell c are initialized
to zero. Figure 2c shows a schema of the proposed time
boundary-aware cell.
A recurrent layer which follows the equations re-
ported above will produce a variable length set of outputs
(s1, s2, ..., sm), where m is the number of detected seg-
ments. Each of these outputs conceptually summarizes the
content of a detected segment inside the video. This set of
outputs is passed to another recurrent layer, thus building
a hierarchical representation of the video. To this end, we
fed the output of the boundary-aware encoder to an addi-
tional LSTM layer, whose last hidden state can be used as
the feature vector for the entire video.
Existing approaches to video encoding add more non-
linearity to LSTM architectures by stacking together more
layers [43], or by building a hierarchical architecture in
which a lower level encodes fixed length chunks, while a
higher level is in charge of composing these encoded chunks
to get the final video representation [22]. Our proposal,
while keeping a completely neural architecture, enables the
encoder to both produce variable length chunks, based on
the input data characteristics, and to encode them in a hier-
archical structure.
3.1. Training
Due to the presence of a binary variable which influences
the temporal structure of the video encoder, special training
expedients are required.
First of all, the boundary detector st is treated at training
time as a stochastic neuron [27]. In particular, we introduce
a stochastic version of function τ(x) (Eq. 2), in which its
ouput is sampled from a uniform distribution conditioned
on σ(x). Formally, during the forward pass of the training
phase, τ is computed as
τ(x) = 1σ(x)>z , with z ∼ U [0, 1] , forward pass (11)
where U [0, 1] is a uniform distribution over the interval
[0, 1] and 1 is the indicator function. This ensures that st
is stochastic, and its probability of being 0 or 1 is propor-
tional to the value of a sigmoid applied to the input of τ .
In the backward pass, since the derivative of the step
function is zero almost anywhere, the standard back prop-
agation would no longer be applicable. To solve this issue,
we employ an estimator of the step function as suggested
by Bengio et al. [5]. The idea is that discrete operations can
be used in the forward pass if a differentiable approxima-
tion is used in the backward one. In our case, we approxi-
mate the step function with the identity function, which has
shown good performances [5]. Being τ the composition of
a sigmoid and a step function, the derivative of τ used in
backward is simply the derivative of the sigmoid function.
∂τ
∂x
(x) = σ(x)(1− σ(x)), backward pass (12)
At test time, the deterministic version of the step function
(Eq. 2) is used. In this way the number of detected segments
is stochastic during training and deterministic during test.
3.2. Sentence generation
Once the representation of the video has been computed,
the description of the video is generated through a decoder
network, following the encoder-decoder scheme [49, 43,
22].
Given a video vector v and a sentence (y0,y1, ...,yT ),
encoded with one-hot vectors (1-of-N encoding, where N
is the size of the vocabulary), our decoder is conditioned
step by step on the first t words of the caption and on the
corresponding video descriptor, and is trained to produce
the next word of the caption. The objective function which
we optimize is the log-likelihood of correct words over the
sequence
max
w
T∑
t=1
log Pr(yt|yt−1,yt−2, ...,y0,v) (13)
where w are all the parameters of the encoder-decoder
model. The probability of a word is modeled via a softmax
layer applied on the output of the decoder. To reduce the
dimensionality of the decoder, a linear embedding transfor-
mation is used to project one-hot word vectors into the input
space of the decoder and, viceversa, to project the output of
the decoder to the dictionary space.
Pr(yt|yt−1,yt−2, ...,y0,v) ∝ exp(yTt Wppt) (14)
Wp is a matrix for transforming the decoder output space
to the word space and pt is the output of the decoder, com-
puted with a Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) [7] layer.
The output of the GRU layer, at each timestep, is mod-
eled via two sigmoid gates: a reset gate (rt), which deter-
mines whether the previous hidden state should be dropped
to generate the next outputs, and an update gate (zt) which
controls how much information of the previous hidden state
should be preserved:
zt = σ(WzyWwyt +Wzvv +Wzhpt−1 + bi) (15)
rt = σ(WryWwyt +Wrvv +Wrhpt−1 + bf ). (16)
Exploiting the values of the above gates, the output of the
decoder GRU is computed as:
h˜t = φ(WhyWwyt +Whvv +Whh(rt  pt−1) + bf )
(17)
pt = (1− zt) h˜t−1 + zt  pt (18)
where W∗ and b∗ are learned weights and biases and Ww
transforms the one-hot encoding of words to a dense lower
dimensional embedding. Again,  denotes the element-
wise product, σ is the sigmoid function and φ is the hy-
perbolic tangent.
4. Experimental setup
Evaluation is carried out on three large-scale datasets for
video captioning, one containing user-generated videos, and
the other two specifically built for movie description.
4.1. Datasets
Montreal Video Annotation dataset (M-VAD) The
Montreal Video Annotation dataset [39] is a large-scale
video description dataset based on Descriptive Video Ser-
vice (DVS). DVS, or Audio Descriptions, are audio tracks
describing the visual elements of a movie, produced to help
visually impaired people. The dataset consists of 84.6 hours
of video from 92 Hollywood movies, for a total of 46,523
video clips, each automatically aligned with with a single
description. We use the standard splits provided in [39],
which consists of 36,921 training samples, 4,651 validation
samples and 4,951 test samples.
MPII Movie Description dataset (MPII-MD) The
MPII Movie Description dataset [30] has been built in a way
similar to M-VAD, even though in this case the alignment
between video snippets and descriptions is more correct,
since it has been manually corrected. The dataset contains
a parallel corpus of over 68K sentences and video snippets
from 94 HD movies, obtained from scripts and Audio De-
scriptions. Following the splits provided by the authors, the
dataset contains 56,861 train samples, 4,930 validation sam-
ples and 6,584 test samples.
Microsoft Video Description Corpus (MSVD) The
Microsoft Video Description Corpus [6] contains 2,089
Youtube video clips, labeled with 85K English descriptions
collected by Amazon Mechanical Turkers. The dataset was
initially conceived to contain multi-lingual descriptions;
however, we only consider captions in the English language.
As done in previous works [13, 44], we split the dataset in
contiguous groups of videos by index number: 1,200 for
training, 100 for validation and 670 for test. This dataset
mainly contains short video clips with a single action, an
is therefore less appropriate than M-VAD and MPII-MD to
evaluate the effectiveness of our method in identifying the
video structure.
4.2. Metrics
We employ four popular metrics for evaluation:
BLEU [24], ROUGEL [20], METEOR [2] and CIDEr [41].
BLEU is a form of precision of word n-grams between
predicted and ground-truth sentences. As done in previ-
ous works, we evaluate our predictions with BLEU using
four-grams. ROUGEL computes an F-measure with a re-
call bias using a longest common subsequence technique.
METEOR, instead, scores captions by aligning them to one
or more ground truths. Alignments are based on exact,
stem, synonym, and paraphrase matches between words and
phrases, therefore METEOR is more semantically adequate
than BLEU and ROUGEL. CIDEr, finally, computes the av-
erage cosine similarity between n-grams found in the gener-
ated caption and those found in reference sentences, weight-
ing them using TF-IDF. The authors of CIDEr [41] reported
that CIDEr and METEOR are always more accurate, espe-
cially when the number of reference captions is low.
To ensure a fair evaluation, we use the Microsoft CoCo
evaluation toolkit1 to compute all scores, as done in previ-
ous video captioning works [50, 22].
4.3. Preprocessing and training details
We extract static appearance as well as motion features
from input videos of all datasets. To encode video appear-
ance, we use the ResNet50 model [14] trained on the Ima-
genet dataset [31], and compute a descriptor every 5 frames.
For motion, we employ the C3D network [40] (trained on
the Sports-1M dataset [17]): this model outputs a fixed
length feature vector every 16 frames, which encodes mo-
tion features computed around the middle frame of the win-
dow. To maintain the same granularity used for appearance,
we sample 16 frames long, partially overlapped, windows
with a stride of 5 frames. In both cases, we use the acti-
vations from the penultimate layer of the network, which
leads to a 2,048+4,096-dimensional feature vector. Instead
of directly inputting visual features into our model, we learn
a linear embedding as the input of the model.
Ground truth descriptions are converted to lower case
and tokenized after having removed punctuation characters.
We retain only words which appear at least five times in a
dataset. This yields a vocabulary of 6,090 words for the M-
VAD dataset, 7,198 words for MPII-MD and 4,215 words
for MSVD. During training, we add a begin-of-sentence
<BOS> tag at the beginning of the caption, and end-of-
sentence tag <EOS> at its end, so that our model can deal
with captions with variable length. At test time, the decoder
RNN is given a <BOS> tag as input for the first timestep,
then the most probable word according to the predicted dis-
tribution is sampled and given as input for the next timestep,
until a <EOS> tag is predicted.
Training is performed by minimizing the log-likelihood
loss with the Adadelta optimizer, with a learning rate of
1.0 and decay parameters ρ = 0.95 and  = 10 × 10−7,
which generally show good performance. We set the mini-
batch size to 128. To regularize the training and avoid over-
fitting, we apply the well known regularization technique
Dropout [34] with retain probability 0.5 on the input and
output of the encoding LSTMs, as suggested by Zaremba et
al. [25].
Embeddings for video features and words have all size
512, while the size of all recurrent hidden state is empir-
ically set to 1024. Regarding initializiation, we used the
1https://github.com/tylin/coco-caption
Model METEOR
SA-GoogleNet+3D-CNN [49] 4.1
HRNE [22] 5.8
S2VT-RGB(VGG) [43] 6.7
HRNE with attention [22] 6.8
Venugopalan et al. [42] 6.8
LSTM encoder (C3D+ResNet) 6.7
Double-layer LSTM encoder (C3D+ResNet) 6.7
Boundary encoder on shots 7.1
Boundary-aware encoder (C3D+ResNet) 7.3
Table 1. Experiment results on the M-VAD dataset.
Model CIDEr B@4 RL M
SMT (best variant) [30] 8.1 0.5 13.2 5.6
SA-GoogleNet+3D-CNN [49] - - - 5.7
Venugopalan et al. [42] - - - 6.8
Rohrbach et al. [29] 10.0 0.8 16.0 7.0
LSTM encoder (C3D+ResNet) 10.5 0.7 16.1 6.4
Double-layer LSTM encoder (C3D+ResNet) 10.6 0.6 16.5 6.7
Boundary encoder on shots 10.3 0.7 16.3 6.6
Boundary-aware encoder (C3D+ResNet) 10.8 0.8 16.7 7.0
Table 2. Experiment results on the MPII-MD dataset.
gaussian initialization suggested by Glorot et al. [11] for
weight matrices applied to inputs, and orthogonal initializa-
tion for weight matrices applied to internal states. Embed-
ding matrices were also initialized according to [11], and all
biases were initialized to zero.
We train the model for 100 epochs, or until the loss im-
provement over the validation set stops. The source code of
model has been written using Theano, and is made publicly
available2.
5. Results and Discussion
5.1. Comparison with the state of the art
On the M-VAD dataset we compare our method with
four recent proposals: Temporal attention (SA) [49],
S2VT [43], HRNE [22], and the approach from Venu-
gopalan et al. [42]. SA employed a LSTM decoder with
a temporal attention mechanism over features extracted
from GoogleNet [36] and from a 3D spatio-temporal CNN.
S2VT, instead, used stacked LSTMs both for the encoder
and the decoder stage, and frame-level features extracted
from the VGG model. HRNE runs a LSTM on short video
chunks, in a sliding window fashion, and the decoder se-
lectively attends to the resulting set of vectors, optionally
through a soft attention mechanism; the approach from
Venugopalan et al. [42], finally, focuses on the language
model by adding knowledge from text corpora to the S2VT
architecture.
Table 1 shows the results on this dataset. As done in most
2http://imagelab.ing.unimore.it/video_
captioning
GT: She gets out.
LSTM encoder: Someone stops.
BA encoder (ours): Someone gets out of the car.
GT: Shakes his head.
LSTM encoder: Someone gives her gaze.
BA encoder (ours): Someone looks at someone who shakes his head.
GT: He slows down in front of one house with a garage and box tree on the front.
LSTM encoder: Someone gets out of the car and walks out of the house.
BA encoder (ours): Someone drives up to the house.
Figure 3. Example results on the M-VAD and MPII-MD dataset. Blue vertical lines represent an activation of the boundary detector in the
LSTM cell.
of the previous video captioning works, we use METEOR
as the main comparison metric. Firstly, to investigate the
role of the boundary-aware encoder, we compare its perfor-
mance against that of a single LSTM layer and that of a 2-
layers LSTM encoder, trained using the same features and
same hyperparameters. In this case, the last hidden state
is used as the video vector for the GRU decoder. These
baselines achieve a 6.7% METEOR, while using the pro-
posed encoder significantly increases performance, yield-
ing to a 7.3% METEOR which corresponds to an improve-
ment of 0.6%. This result also outperforms the most recent
state-of-the-art method by a margin of 7.3−6.86.8 = 7.35%.
For reference, our method achieves a 0.9% BLEU-4, 17.1%
ROUGEL and 10.4% CIDER.
On the MPII-MD dataset, we again consider Temporal
attention (SA) [49], S2VT [43], as well as the approach
from Venugopalan et al. [42]. We also include two other
references, which are applicable to this dataset: the Statis-
tical Machine Translation (SMT) approach in [30] and the
work by Rohrbach et al. [29], which exploits visual classi-
fiers trained on visual labels extracted from captions.
The performance of these approaches and that of our so-
lution is reported in Table 2. We observe that our approach
is able to exceed the current state of the art on the CIDEr
and ROUGEL metrics, while we achieve almost the same
performance of the semantic approach of [29] according to
BLEU-4 and METEOR, without exploiting the semantics
of captions and building concept classifiers. For reference,
[43] reported a 7.1% METEOR on this dataset. As for the
M-VAD dataset, we also compare our solution to the base-
line with a single LSTM layer: in this case, the improve-
ment of the boundary-aware encoder is 0.6% METEOR.
In Figure 3 we present a few examples of descriptions
generated by our model on clips from the M-VAD and
MPII-MD. We notice that the results obtained with the
Boundary-aware encoder are generally better than those of
the plain LSTM encoder, which is consistent with the re-
sults reported in Table 1 and 2.
As an additional test, we apply our method on MSVD,
a common dataset for video captioning in which the hierar-
chical video structure is absent. The purpose, in this case, is
to investigate whether our strategy impacts negatively when
there is no structure in the video.
We compare our approach on MSVD with five state of
the art approaches for video captioning: Temporal atten-
tion (SA) [49], LSTM-YT [44], S2VT [43], LSTM-E [23]
and HRNE [22]. LSTM-YT used a mean pool strategy on
frame-level CNN features to encode the input video, while
the caption was generated by a LSTM layer. LSTM-E,
instead, proposed a visual-semantic embedding in which
video descriptors and captions were projected, by maximiz-
ing distances between the projection of a video and that of
its corresponding captions. As it can be noticed in Table 3,
our method improves over plain techniques and can achieve
competitive results. It is also worth noting that the attentive
mechanism used in [22] could be integrated in our method,
and potentially improve performance.
Figure 4 reports some sample results on MSVD, com-
paring captions generated by our approach to those from
the state of the art approach in [22]. As it can be seen, even
though our method has not been conceived for videos lack-
ing structure, it is still capable of generating accurate cap-
tions even in some difficult cases.
Model B@4 M C
SA-GoogleNet+3D-CNN [49] 41.9 29.6 -
LSTM-YT [44] 33.3 29.1 -
S2VT [43] - 29.8 -
LSTM-E [23] 45.3 31.0 -
HRNE [22] 46.7 33.9 -
Boundary-aware encoder 42.5 32.4 63.5
Table 3. Experiment results on the MSVD dataset.
5.2. Analysis of learned boundaries
We collect statistics on the behavior of the boundary de-
tector, which is the key component that rules the temporal
structure of the video encoder. Figure 5 shows the distri-
bution of the number and position of detected cuts on the
M-VAD and MPII-MD datasets. As it can be observed, in
the vast majority of the videos less than three boundaries are
detected. This result is in contrast with the approach of [22],
in which the video was purposely segmented in very small
chunks. Looking at the position of cuts, we also observe
a linear growth in the probability of having a cut between
the 20% and 80% of the duration of the video, so the more
the video advances, the more the need of a cut increases.
Two peaks can also be noticed, at the very beginning and
ending of the video; this is due the fact that in the M-VAD
and MPII-MD datasets videos are not precisely aligned with
their captions, so the ends of the video are often uncorre-
lated with the main content of the video.
To confirm the effectiveness of the position of detected
segments, we trained our network by forcing the encoder
to split the input video in equally spaced chunks, maintain-
ing the same number of segments detected by the original
Boundary-aware encoder. This resulted in a reduction of
0.2% METEOR on M-VAD, and 0.5% METEOR on MPII-
MD.
We also compare the boundaries found by our neural
model with those found by an off-the-shelf open source shot
detector [4]. Among all detected boundaries on the M-VAD
and MPII-MD datasets, 33.7% of them were found to be
less than 15 frames far from a shot boundary. This confirms
that the proposed LSTM cell can identify camera changes
and appearance variations, but also detects more soft bound-
aries which do not correspond to shots.
Finally, we investigate how the the proposed video
encoder would perform using shot boundaries detected
with [4] instead of those learned by the boundary detec-
tor. Results are reported in Tables 1 and 2. On the M-VAD
dataset, using shot boundaries resulted in a 7.1%METEOR,
which is 0.2% below the performance of the Boundary-
aware encoder, while on the MPII-MD dataset, we observed
a 6.6% METEOR, which again is below the result reported
by our complete model. This confirms that, even though
shots give a reasonable decomposition of the video, learned
GT: A woman dips a shrimp in batter.
HRNE [22]: A woman is cooking.
BA encoder (ours): A woman is adding ingredi-
ents to a bowl of food.
GT: A boy is playing a guitar.
HRNE [22]: A man is playing a guitar.
BA encoder (ours): A boy is playing guitar.
GT: A dog is swimming in a pool.
HRNE [22]: A dog is swimming.
BA encoder (ours): A dog is swimming in the
pool.
Figure 4. Example results on the MSVD dataset.
Figure 5. Distribution of the number and position of detected cuts
on the M-VAD and MPII-MD datasets. The dashed green line
in the right plot shows the distribution of cuts with respect to their
relative position inside the video (where 0 represents the beginning
and 1 represents the end of a video) obtained with an histogram
with 100 bins, while the solid blue line is obtained by fitting a
polynomial with degree 10 on the histogram.
boundaries are definitely more effective and yield to better
captioning performance.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed a novel boundary-aware
video encoder for the task of video captioning, which
achieves competitive results across popular benchmarks.
Our method can discover the hierarchical structure of the
video, and modify the temporal connections of a recurrent
layer accordingly. We believe that the proposed architecture
is generic and could be employed in other video-related ap-
plications, such as video classification and action detection.
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